Application of Radiomics in Central Nervous System Diseases: a Systematic literature review.
Central nervous system (CNS) diseases are associated with complexity and diversity; as a result, it is urgent to search for a simple approach for effectively improving the clinical decision-making ability and precise treatment currently. Radiomics can collect plenty of quantitative features based on the massive medical image data; meanwhile, related diagnosis and prediction can be performed through quantitative analysis. The main steps of radiomics analysis include image collection as well as reconstruction, segmentation of the region of interest (ROI), feature extraction as well as quantification, and establishment of the predictive as well as prognostic models. Compared with traditional imaging features, radiomics allows to transform the visual image data to the in-depth features, so as to carry out quantitative research. Our findings suggest that radiomics has broad application prospects in the early screening, accurate diagnosis, grading and staging, treatment and prognosis, and molecular characteristics of CNS diseases, which can improve the capacities to diagnose and predict CNS diseases prognosis through complementing and combining with traditional imaging.